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 
Abstract— Parsing is important in Linguistics and Natural 
Language processing to understand the syntax and semantics of a 
natural language grammar. Writing the grammar production for 
Myanmar language is bit difficult because Myanmar is a relatively 
free word order, morphologically rich and agglutinative language and 
has a strong case marking system.  This paper presents a context free 
grammar (CFG) based top-down parsing for Myanmar sentences 
which is the output of function tagging system. We use the function 
tags that are proposed in our previous function tagging method for 
producing the grammar rules. In this paper, we present successful 
parses of simple and complex Myanmar sentences. 
 
Keywords—Context Free Grammar, Function Tags, Myanmar 
Sentences, Top-Down Parsing. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ARSING natural language text is challenging because of 
the problems like ambiguity and inefficiency. It is 
considered to be an important intermediate stage for semantic 
analysis in natural language processing (NLP) application 
such as information retrieval (IR), information extraction (IE) 
and question answering (QA). It is the process of 
automatically building syntactic analysis of a sentence in 
terms of a given grammar and corpus. The study of natural 
language grammar dates back at least to 400 BC, when Panini 
described Sanskrit grammar, but the formal computational 
study of grammar can be said to start in the 1950s with work 
on context free grammar (CFG) [1].  
The output of parsing is something logically equivalent to a 
tree, displaying dominance and precedence relation between 
constituents of a sentence. Much work has been done in 
different languages in different aspect of parsing, but most of 
these approaches cannot be applied to Myanmar language 
context. The main reason is most of the Myanmar language is 
highly inflectional, relatively free word order and 
agglutinative. Unlike fixed word order language such as 
English, in morphologically rich free word order languages the 
preferable linguistics rule set is too large. Apart from 
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possessing all characteristics of a free word order language, 
Myanmar has some additional characteristics which make 
parsing a more difficult job. For example one or more than 
one suffixes are added with all relational constituents.  
 Our work is of the steps of Myanmar to English machine 
translation system. Since Myanmar grammar can be expressed 
in context-free form, the outcome of Myanmar sentence 
parsing can be represented as a parse tree.  
II. CHALLENGES OF PARSING 
We always have many problems in natural language 
processing especially for syntax parsing. 
A. Features of Myanmar Language 
1) Myanmar as free word order language: Generally 
Myanmar sentence follows the subject, object, and verb 
pattern. However the interchange of subject, object is 
acceptable.For example: He buys computer. 
သူ            -   ကြန္ပ်ဴတာကုိ    -    ဝယ္သည္။ 
he           -   computer      -   buys  
(or) 
ကြန္ပ်ဴတာကုိ   -         သူ           -   ဝယ္သည္။ 
computer      -        he        -   buys 
In this example the first sentence is of the form subject, 
object and verb, whereas the second sentence is of the form 
object, subject and verb. This free word nature of Myanmar 
language is made possible by it being a morphologically rich 
language. In particular, free word order language like 
Myanmar local word groups help in determining syntactic 
function. 
2) Myanmar as verb optional language: In Myanmar 
sentence, some phrases are optional. However if a verb 
component occurs, it normally occurs in the final position of 
the sentence. It is not necessary that all sentences have subject 
verb and object. 
For example: He is Mg Hla. 
သူက   -   ေမာင္လွ    - ပါ။ 
He     -   Mg Hla  -  sentence’s final particle 
In this case the sentence’s final particle ပါ (equivalent to “is” 
in English) is absent and is a meaningful sentence. 
 3) Myanmar as inflectional language: Case markers or 
postpositional markers (PPM) indicate thematic cases like 
subject, object etc. In Myanmar thematic cases are generally 
indicated by case suffixes attached to the noun itself. This 
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means that the case suffixes attached nouns can occur 
anywhere in the sentence. There are seventeen types of 
postpositional markers (PPM) in Myanmar language [2].For 
example: Ma Ma cooks the curry in the morning. 
မမ           -         သည္         -      နံနက္      -          တြင္              -   
Ma Ma   -    Subj PPM  -  morning   -  Time PPM (in) -    
ဟင္း        -          ကုိ                -   ခ်က္သည္။ 
curry      -  Object PPM    -   cooks                   
4) Myanmar as usage of particles language: The Myanmar 
language makes prominent usage of particles, which are 
untranslatable words that are suffixed or prefixed to words to 
indicate level of respect, grammatical tense, or mood [3]. For 
example: If Mg Mg wins the first prize, his parents will 
surprise. 
ေမာင္ေမာင္ -      မ်ား       -   ပထမ    -    ဆု        -     ရ      -   
Mg Mg    -  particle  -    first    -    prize   -  wins   -    
လွ်င္ -   သူ႔မိဘမ်ား     -       က          -     Aံ့ၾသ      -   လိမ့္မည္။  
 if   -  his parents  -  Subj PPM  -   surprise  -  will 
B. The ambiguity of Myanmar syntax 
In general we have many results for each Myanmar 
sentence. With ambiguous sentences we have more difficult 
for parsing phase. In fact, we have more ambiguities in spoken 
language, so it’s very difficult to build a system that can 
understand meaning of whole sentence in every language 
forms. So, in this paper, we only make an examination of 
standard sentence. 
C. The lack of necessary Myanmar linguistic data 
In general, Myanmar to English text processing has not been 
deeply researched, there’re not many results for Myanmar. We 
don’t have much knowledge resources for Myanmar, so we 
have extremely difficulty in natural language processing 
especially syntax parsing.  
1) Functional Annotated Corpus: In language teaching tools 
annotated corpus plays an important role. Annotation of 
corpora is needed in sentence level as well as in word level. In 
the sentence level, we have annotated corpus for parts of 
speech, chunk, and function tags relationship between the 
words in a sentence. In the word level, Lemma and morpheme 
annotation was done. Part of speech tagging and function 
tagging forms the basic step towards building a functional 
annotated corpus at sentence level.  
We created functional annotated corpus in the previous 
function tagging system [4]. This work is being extended for 
additional 720 sentences to improve the performance further. 
These sentences are collected from Myanmar religious books, 
short stories and the new light of Myanmar newspaper and 
tagged its POS, chunk and function categories manually. 
NC@PSubj[သူမ/pron.person]#PPC@SubjP[သည္/ppm.subj]# NC@PObj [လူနာ/ 
n.person,မ်ား/part.number]#PPC@ObjP[ကုိ/ppm.obj] #NC@PSim [ေဆြမ်ိဳး/ 
n.person,မ်ား/part.number] #PPC@SimP[ကဲ႔သို႔/ppm.sim]#VC@ Active[ျပဳစု/ 
v.common] # SFC@Null[သည္/sf]။ 
Fig. 1: A sentence in the corpus 
In our corpus, a sentence shown in Fig. 1 contains chunk 
types, function tags, Myannmar words and POS tags and 
categories. Example chunk types are Noun Chunk (NC), 
Postpostional Chunk (PPC) and Verb Chunk (VC). Example 
function tags are PSubj and SubjP for subject phrase, PObj and 
ObjP for object phrase and Active for verb phrase. Some POS 
tags and its categories are pron.person, ppm.subj, n.person, 
part.number, ppm.obj, ppm.sim and v.common. 
III. PARSING MYANMAR SENTENCES 
Parsing is the process of determining whether a string of 
tokens can be generated by a grammar. It breaks down words 
into functional units that can be converted into machine 
language. It also involves grouping the tokens of the source 
program into grammatical phrases that are used by the 
compiler to synthesize output. The grammatical phrases of the 
source program are represented by parse tree. A parse tree is a 
tree that represents the syntactic structure of a string according 
to some formal grammar. 
A. Context Free Grammar 
A context-free grammar is a formal system that describes a 
language by specifying how any legal text can be derived from 
a distinguished symbol called the sentence symbol. It consists 
of a set of productions, each of which states that a given 
symbol can be replaced by a given sequence of symbols [5]. A 
CFG has four components: 
1. A set of tokens called terminals. 
2. A set of variable called non terminals.  
3. A set of production rules.  
4. A designation of one of the non terminals as the start 
symbol. 
B. Top Down Parsing 
Top down parsing is one strategy that build parse from the 
start Symbol (S). Top Down parsing is goal oriented. The goal 
is towards to parse the sentence according to the grammar 
production. To build a parse, it repeats the following steps 
until the fringe of the parse tree matches the input string [6]. 
1. At the Start node S, Select a production with S on its 
left hand side and for each symbol on its right hand 
side, construct the appropriate child.   
2. When a terminal is added to the fringe that doesn’t 
match the input string, then backtrack.  
3. Find the next node to be expanded. 
If the parse tree did not match the input string then it means 
that input string is wrong.  
C. Myanmar Grammar Rules 
Designing a grammar for the entire Myanmar language is a 
daunting, difficult task. For the sake of simplicity, we will 
work with simple grammars that can generate only a subset of 
Myanmar by writing grammatical productions with CFG. We 
use the function tags that are proposed in [4]. There are 38 
rules for function tags. The function tags are combined to get 
the phrases. There are 183 rules for grammatical relations of 
the phrases. 
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